
Disarm the Base 
 
 
Welcome to the disarmament movement. Thank you for volunteering to 
save lives and reveal the hypocrisy of the government. 
 
Inside this military base, planes are being armed with deadly weapons. 
Tomorrow morning, they will fly halfway around the world to bomb 
civilians. We have irrefutable proof that the government is knowingly 
supplying weapons which are killing innocent people, yet the press 
continues to turn a blind eye. Our actions will shine a spotlight on to 
this hidden horror. 
 
Tonight, we will break into the base. We will find the way through the 
base to the nine hangers. We will discover which hangers contain 
planes. We will board and disarm the planes. And then we will get out 
of the base to report our findings and actions to the authorities and tell 
the world. 
 
Tonight we will save lives. Tonight we will take direct action. Let’s 
disarm the base! 
 
In this cooperative board game, you are peace activists trying to disarm 
planes. 
 
You win if you do BOTH the following: 

• find and disarm the planes 
• get back to your point of entry to unfurl your banners 

 
You lose if you do ANY of the following: 

• run out of cards 
• run out of guards 
• the guard walking round the edge of the board sees you 
• a guard enters a hanger while you are in the hanger 

 
Cooperative | Up to 4 players | Up to 45 minutes | Instructions  

  



 
 

What’s in 
the box? 
 

A board of the base 
 

   
 

Four player 
pieces 
(primary 
colours) 

    

Seven 
guard 
pieces 
(black) 

   

One “unfurl the 
banners” tile Four 

orange 
and blue 
floodlight 
tiles  

Four red and green gate 
tiles 

            Six hanger tiles with a 
plane on the other side, 
and six hanger tiles with 
nothing on 
the other 
side 
 
 

A pack of 61 cards  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Setting up the board 
 
Take the gate tiles and randomly select one – this is where you’ll start 
from. Place the “unfurl the banners” tile on the edge of the board next 
to that gate, and the meeples on the tile.  
 
Place the gate tiles on the correct gate spaces with the “open” side up. 
Place the floodlight tiles on the board in the light spaces, with the dark 
“off” side up. Place one guard in the perimeter square one clockwise to 
where the meeples are waiting, as if that guard has just walked past 
the meeples. Place the rest of the guards in the guard house.  
 
Take the six hangar tiles showing planes. Add three empty hangar tiles 
to them. Shuffle, and place on the board in the hangar spaces with the 
plane/empty side down.  
 
Setting up the cards 
 
Put all the red “play immediately” cards to one side for a moment. Take 
the rest of the deck (which is now only cards with blue text), and shuffle 
it. Give two cards to each player. Take another two blue text cards per 
player and put those aside. Shuffle the remaining blue text cards with 
the red cards. Place the put aside blue text cards on top, thus ensuring 
that only positive cards will be picked for the first round.  
 
Playing the game 
 
Players take it in turn. Start with the player who most recently attended 
a protest.  
 
Each turn has three parts: 

• The player takes up to four actions 

• The player takes two cards 

• The perimeter guard moves one square 
 
 
 

  



First, the player takes four actions. An action could be: 

• Moving one square round the perimeter or a quarter inside 

• Entering or leaving a hangar or the control centre 

• Playing a card 

• Giving a card to or taking a card from a nearby player 
 
Instead of taking four actions, the player could instead take one of 
these special actions: 

• Break into a hangar without a code card or a crowbar card. 
(Think of it as spending your whole turn creeping around the 
building looking for an open door. This is an alternative for 
when none of the right cards are coming up.) 

• Discard some cards from their hand and take the same number 
of new cards from the deck.  

 
Second, the player takes two cards from the base deck. 

• If the card says “play immediately” then follow the instructions 
on the card and discard the card 

• Otherwise the player takes the card into their hand  
 
The “play immediately” cards are coloured red, while the other cards 
have blue text. 
 
Third, the guard round the outside moves one space. The guard sees a 
player (and you lose the game) if at any point the guard is in the same 
quarter as the player AND the player piece is not inside a building AND 
the light in that quarter is on.  
 
Other information 
 
There is no hand limit. Players do not have to take all of their actions. 
Players can pass cards between themselves as long as one of the 
players is currently having their turn and the players are in the same 
quarter of the board. There is no limit on the number of cards passed 
per turn, although passing each card is one action. All cards are played 
during a turn, and take one action. Players cannot leave the board until 
all the planes have been found, but they can leave before all the 
planes have been disarmed.  

  



What do the cards do? 
 
There are two types of card in the deck. Red cards dictate how the 
guards, lights and gates work, and can be broadly characterised as 
“bad” from the point of view of the players. The remaining cards are 
blue and green (with some splashes of other colour) and allow the 
players to take specific actions.  
 
Cards with red text. These cards should be played immediately and 
placed on the discard pile. 
 

 

Close the gate shown on the card.  

One card per gate in deck. 

 

Turn on the light shown on the card.  

Two cards per light in the deck. If the light is 
already on when the second card is drawn, 
then it stays on. 

 

Place a guard in the hangar shown on the 
card. If a guard is already in the hangar then 
place a guard on the next empty hangar 
(assume that the numbers are circular, so 
number 1 follows number 9). 

One card per hangar in the deck. 

 
 
 

  



Cards with blue text. These cards should be taken into the player’s 
hand. They can be played in the player’s next turn. Each card is one 
action. When used, discard (see “create a distraction” in the next 
section). 
 

 

Open the hangar shown on the card.  

The player must be inside the same quarter as 
the hangar in order to use this card.  

One card per hangar in the deck. 

 

Open any hangar.  

The player must be inside the same quarter 
as the hangar in order to use this card.  

Four cards in the deck. 

 

Disarm the plane shown on the card. 

This card can only be used inside the hangar 
where the plane is – the player needs to 
spend one action entering the building. 

One card per plane in the deck. 

 

Disarm any plane.  

This card can only be used inside the hangar 
where the plane is – the player needs to spend 
one action entering the building. 

Five cards in the deck. 



 

Turn off any light.  

In order to use this card, the player must be 
either inside the control tower or inside one 
of the four floodlights at the corners of the 
board. 

Four cards in the deck. 

 

Open any gate. 

In order to use this card, the player must be 
inside the control tower. 

Two cards in the deck. 

 

Check any hangar. Use this card to look at a 
hanger which has not yet been unlocked, 
even if there is a guard in the hangar. 

In order to use this card, the player must be 
inside the control tower. 

Two cards in the deck. 

 

Check any hangar. Use this card to look at a 
hanger which has not yet been unlocked, 
even if there is a guard in the hangar. 

The player must be inside the same quarter 
as the hangar in order to use this card. 

Two cards in the deck. 

 

Remove a guard from any hangar of the 
player’s choice. The guard returns to the 
guard hut.  

In order to use this card, the player must be 
inside the control tower. 

Four cards in the deck. 



 
Special card with blue text. This card has a special penalty for use. 
Don’t discard it, but place it next to the board or under the guards hut. 
Next time guards appear, two guards will appear instead of one. 
Discard after that has happened. 
 

 

Remove a guard from any hangar of the 
player’s choice. The guard returns to the 
guard hut.  

Penalty for use: next time a “guard appears” 
card is drawn then TWO guards appear, one 
in the hangar as shown on the card and the 
other in the next consecutive hangar. 

The player must be inside the same quarter 
as the hangar in order to use this card. 

Two cards in the deck.  

 
 
 
 
 


